IM-16
THE securE
letter OPENER

The Neopost IM-16 letter opener eliminates the problem
of damaged documents. That’s because the IM-16 is
designed to keep the contents of your mail safe while it
opens every envelope swiftly.

maximize productivity

Save valuable time

Protect valuable contents

no time to waste

The Neopost IM-16 letter opener
can operate at speeds of up to 300
letters per minute, so opened mail
is delivered faster. Easy to use and
ultra reliable, it can handle mixed
mail without pre-sorting, and
opens a wide range of envelope
sizes. Its efficiency gives your staff
more time to concentrate on more
productive work.

There are lots of advantages to
getting the right mail to the right
desk earlier. Incoming payments
are processed faster, boosting
your cash flow. Customer queries
are answered faster and orders are
met sooner, enhancing customer
satisfaction and the image of your
business.

While conventional letter openers
can easily damage contents, the
Neopost IM-16 uses an innovative
method to neatly slit one side of
the envelope, leaving no sharp
borders. This means the contents
are left undamaged and ensures
safe handling. And its unique antijamming device easily copes with
paperclips and staples.

With its innovative opening method,
the IM-16 eliminates waste, leaving
no messy scraps of paper littered
around the office. Its compact size
means you can use it where desk
space is limited, and also makes it
easy to move and store.

automates task of opening incoming mail
protects valuable contentS from damage
handles mixed mail without pre-sorting

specifications
SPEED

Up to 300 letters per minute

ENVELOPE SIZE
Minimum
Maximum

Why choose Neopost?
Neopost is a world leader in mailing and logistics solutions. Our innovative
solutions bring simplicity and efficiency to your mailing process to make
your business run better. Neopost brilliantbasics benefits provide excellence in all our offers, from products to support and services. They bring
you the best in operational efficiency, mail quality and security, budget
optimization and online management. Whether for advice or support, you
enjoy our commitment to supply first-class service - on the phone, on site or
online. Benefit from immediate response times and remote diagnosis at our
call centres, and fast dispatch of service engineers when needed. Find out
more at www.neopost.com/brilliantbasics
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THICKNESS
Maximum

90 x 140mm
260 x 330mm
4mm

Dimensions
Height
Depth
Width
Weight

ELECTRICAL

Power requirements

230mm
388mm
825mm (inc. catch tray)
7kg (without catch tray)
Operates on 240V, 50/60Hz mains

Being ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS
18001 certified, Neopost will serve
you in accordance with the highest
process, quality, environmental, health
and safety standards.

ISO 9001 & 14001

OHSAS 18001
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